2015 FoSS Sports Camp for Children and Adolescents
Sports Camp at KIT Offers Sports and Nutrition Programs with Professional Supervision

In the first week of the Pentecost holidays, children and adolescents are invited to test certain types of sports at the 2015 FoSS sports camp and to inform themselves about healthy nutrition. (Photo: Patrick Langer)

Sports, games, and fun will be offered by the 2015 FoSS Sports Camp at KIT to about 100 children and adolescents aged between 12 and 14. Apart from diverse programs for sports and leisure activities with overnight accommodation, healthy nutrition will be in the focus. The Sports Camp will take place from May 26 to 30, 2015 at the Institute of Sports and Sports Science (IfSS). The Camp will be organized by the Research Center for School Sports and Sports of Children and Adolescents (FoSS). Applications (in German only) may be submitted as of now.
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